YOUTH EXCHANGE IN
CATALUNYA: 17 – 25 July
2017

OPEN BORDERS
FOR DIVERSITY
Dear participants,
We are happy to welcome you to the YUWG exchange organized by SCI
Catalunya. You will meet other youngsters coming from Catalunya, Italy,
Ukraine and Portugal.
With this infosheet we want to give you more detailed information of what to
expect.
Looking forward to seeing you!
Júlia Mullerat Padró
YE coordinator
Monday 15.00 - 19.00 / Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 10.00 14.00
SCI-Catalunya, Carrer del Carme, 95, 08001, Barcelona
participacio@sci-cat.org
(34) 93 441 70 79 / (34)675348726

DESCRIPTION:
The project’s main objective is to talk and learn about racism, immigration and
modern European democracies. Through non-formal education we will indirectly
work to build trust between participants of different origins and religions. We will
also directly work with games, debates and theater in order to discuss about
racism and its origins. We will discuss about its construction from the micro
sphere to the macro sphere. We will analyze our cultural identities to end up
discussing about the construction of European democracies and the new crosscultural challenges. Our goal is that preconceptions of other cultures and
religions are challenged and that they can better understand the growth of

xenophobia and racism in Europe and take sides for a better and fair world. We
will work mainly through games and theater and during the whole exchange,
participants will have to create an artistic project through mixed groups.

PARTICIPANTS’ ROLE (5 Catalans, 5 Italians, 5 Portugueses, 5
Ukrainians + 1 leader for each country)
You are going to participate in all the activities with the rest of the group, follow
the leaders’ instructions and in case there is any problem or you have some
suggestions, talk to your leader or to the coordinator.

LEADERS’ ROLE
Leaders are organizing all the activities, running them and are taking care of the
participants. There is one in charge of the group for each country.

COORDINATOR’S ROLE
The coordinator is in charge of the good organization of the exchange and
making sure that everything works well; that we follow the schedule; that there
is enough food and material; that leaders and participants follow the rules and
have a good experience.

Here are some memories from
last year’s
Youth Exchange organized by
SCI Catalunya:

ACOMMODATION at ELS CAUS DE MURA
We will stay at an amazing big house on the typical village of Mura, 50km away from Barcelona.

First floor:
 One big room with 12 beds
 Two bathrooms
 Kitchen
 Dining room
 Big activity room
 Living room for leisure time
Second floor:
 Two big rooms with 12 and 14 beds
 Two bathrooms
 One big balcony with views to the pool
Want more info on the accommodation? www.elscausdemura.coop

Yes, there is a pool!
MEALS: The house staff will prepare breakfast, lunch, snacks and dinners. There will be 4
intercultural dinners prepared by the participants and leaders.

LANGUAGE: English
WHAT TO BRING:











3 towels. One for the shower, one for
the water games, one small hand/face
towel.
Sleeping bag or 2 sheets (under sheet
and cover sheet + pillowcase)
White t-shirt
Suncream (20 protection minimum)
Swimming costume, flip flops
Sunglasses
Hat
Summer clothes and some jumpers
and long trousers for the cool nights
Pyjama













Comfortable shoes and sandals
Shampoo, soap, toilet kit
If you want to wash your clothes, bring
some soap to wash them in a sink (as
in old times!)
Antimosquito repelent
Medicines if needed
EU sanitary card
Passport / Identity Card
Mobile phone and charger
Food, games, songs from your country
A LOT OF FUN AND OPTIMISM!!

The Advanced Planning Visit will be from 13th to 15th of June 2017.
MEETING POINT: We will give you more information about the meeting point.
BASIC DICTIONARY ENGLISH-CATALAN:
Good morning
Good night

Bon dia
Bona nit

Thank you
You’re welcome

Hello

Hola

Goodbye

Gràcies Yes / No
De res What’s your
name?
Adéu
Nice to meet
you

Si / No
Com et dius?
Encantat (men)
Encantada
(women)

Any
question?
participacio@s
ci-cat.org
See you very
soon!

